Overall Campus

We from Akademiska Hus and our entrepreneurs want to take the opportunity to thank you for a good collaboration during the first months of the year and wish you all a really nice and restful summer. This will be the last information letter before the summer and we will return with information in this form again in week 34. Until then, we recommend the app My campus where we update if the need arises.

Akademiska Hus has moved to new premises and from now on you will find us in house C. The office's new visiting address is Universitetsvägen 9B and is located on the south side of the house opposite the sports hall. We still have limited opening hours due to the pandemic and only accept booked visits. We look forward to welcoming you when the restrictions ease.

By replacing luminaires and installing presence control in corridor 3420 in house A, we have saved the equivalent of approximately ten villas' annual consumption of electricity and thus made a saving of SEK 127,000 annually (a normal villa consumes approximately 20,000 Kwh / year).

Akademiska Hus works systematically to reduce our climate footprint and is pleased that our operations engineers and technicians do such a good job of identifying and implementing energy measures that provide both climate benefits and savings, without reducing quality.
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Outdoor environment
The ground surfaces on the south side of house A, at Kideus Preschool, will be completed as soon as the asphalt can be manufactured and delivered.

The pump for the fountain on Tekniktorget is still under repair, but our hope is that it will soon be up and running again.

Rainbow avenue
Inside the barriers, we can now clearly see how the new design is emerging and we can state that it will be a modern and stylish outdoor environment to thrive in. The project will work throughout the summer to be able to release most of the barriers in connection with term start. The exception is between house C and house F, that area will be blocked off for days and will be closed until the turn of the year 21/22.

The entrance to the library and the Polar Research Secretariat is open via a passage from Universitetsvägen and Entrance B10 is open for access to house B via Rainbow avenue.

To pass through the area, you need to use either Laboratorievägen north of campus or Universitetsvägen on the south side. We are aware that this means detours that can make your everyday life difficult for a period of time, but we hope for your understanding.
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Between House A och House D
The road between The house of technology and house A will be renovated during weeks 26–27.

Between House B och House E
Entrance. Entrance B10 is kept open for access to house B via Rainbow avenue.

Between House C and House F
From Thursday the 1/7, Rainbow avenue will be closed for passage between The bridge of knowledge and the Rainbow avenue-Geogränd intersection, or in other words between house C and house F. For those who walk or cycle, this means that you can pass around house C and house F.

The Milky Way
Work will be carried out at Universitetsvägen during weeks 25–27. During that period, the road will be narrowed by something, the taxi pocket and bus stop will not be affected.

Postnord's mailbox that stood up on Rainbow avenue has now been moved to Universitetsvägen by the taxi pocket.

House A/α
In house A, no work is currently in progress. Preparations for the start of production during the month of September are carried out until the holiday.

The tenant adaptation in A3568 has been completed and the premises have been handed over to LTU.

Work on tenant adaptation foyer at entrance to A3 will resume after the holiday.

House B/β
The work of fixing the library ceiling has been considerably faster than predicted. The construction crane will be dismantled during the end of week 27 and in connection with this, the work area will also be reduced. A small amount of work remains and will be completed in August.

Measures of the walls in B192 will be completed before the holiday. Unfortunately, window sections will not have time to be installed, these will be installed in August before the welcome period.

In the case of Boassin, Personnel Room B161 and Stora Blå Hallen B183, planning is underway for the start of production this autumn.
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House C
Inside, work is underway in the light courtyard and adjacent corridors with cell offices, stage 6. During the summer, the project will work on completing the light courtyard and tiling in corridor lanes before school starts. The light courtyard will have a new modern design on one of the walls and the dark tiles in the corridors will be replaced by a light gray granite ceramic.

Akademiska Hus’ new office has been completed and the moving load has gone from Kårhusgränd to the new visiting address which is Universitetsvägen 9B. The modern premises are built according to Akademiska Hus’ workplace concept and the idea is that we are now moving to an activity-based office.
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